
THE DAY LINCOLN WAS SHOT

The Day Lincoln Was Shot is a American television film based on the book by Jim Bishop. It is a re-creation of the
assassination of Abraham Lincoln.

John Wilkes Booth Flees As the nation mourned, Union soldiers were hot on the trail of John Wilkes Booth,
who many in the audience had immediately recognized. The Lincoln Assassination At , Booth slipped into the
box and fired his. Lincoln and his son, Willie, who died in the White House of typhoid fever in , were interred
on May 4, , at Oak Ridge Cemetery near Springfield. Good read. Citation Information. I'm not normally one
for history, so I was a little reluctant, but I have been trying to expand my historical knowledge and this
seemed like a good way to go about it. After an intense manhunt, Booth is shot and killed inside a burning
barn surrounded by federal troops. And it's actually very interesting, though I do wonder how in the world the
author knew some of the details - where people sat in a room, what they said to each other, what time they put
their head in their hands, that kind of thing. The President is despised by many Southerners and receives
numerous death threats. The book moves hour by hour from Lincoln waking the morning of his assassination
to when silver dollars were placed on his eyes. On April 26, Union troops surrounded the Virginia barn where
Booth and Herold were hiding out and set fire to it, hoping to flush the fugitives out. Shelves: read-in ,
states-challenge , stina-schallenge This was recommended by a friend. Coming from an acting family, he feels
overshadowed by his father and brother and longs to make his mark on history. Finally, Lincoln was
pronounced dead at a. There are a few chapters of backstory, which the author does a good job of handling -
bringing the reader up to speed very effectively. A fanatical Confederate sympathizer, Booth sees Lincoln as a
tyrant and slavery as a proper way of life. Booth kills Lincoln and escapes after breaking his leg jumping to
the stage. At first, the crowd interpreted the unfolding drama as part of the production, but a scream from the
first lady told them otherwise. Plot[ edit ] The movie shows the events leading up to and after the assassination
of Abraham Lincoln, as well as a look into the personal lives of both men. The author is obviously very
knowledgeable and has done a ton of research on the subject. I'm glad I did; it was a very good read. They
then sought refuge from Thomas A. There are a few cha This was recommended by a friend. Still, it's quite the
thorough immersion into life during that time period. Three days later, his remains were boarded onto a train
that conveyed him to Springfield, Illinois , where he had lived before becoming president. When the surgeon
general arrived at the house, he concluded that Lincoln could not be saved and would probably die during the
night. They want the Confederates punished while Lincoln argues for mercy. How much did he fill in the gaps
on his own? Definitely recommended. He dies on the front porch saying that he died for his country. Jones, a
Confederate agent, before securing a boat to row across the Potomac to Virginia. The account is detailed, but
very readable. But apparently in the aftermath of the assassination of Lincoln it was so thoroughly investigated
and documented and photographed that what you get is changing perspectives with history and time and
revisions and new looks and Lincoln is one of the most written about people ever so its really amazing that
authors keep coming up with new ideas in how to write about him -- he becomes immortalized and saintly in
death and now current writing seems to have come back to the southern perspective as northern aggressor and
invader of the south and the Constitution allowed and gave states the right to secede -- it was Lincoln who
committed the north to the horrors of the war to keep the Union together. They included David Herold and
Mary Surratt , the first woman put to death by the federal government, whose boardinghouse had served as a
meeting place for the would-be kidnappers. He found the president slumped in his chair, paralyzed and
struggling to breathe. Lincoln has a rather fatalistic attitude about these, however he has a disturbing dream
about hearing cries in the White House and seeing a coffin in the East Room surrounded by mourners crying
out that an assassin has murdered the President. Sewardâ€”the president and two of his possible
successorsâ€”would throw the U. But apparently in the aftermath of the assassination of Lincoln it was so
thoroughly investigated and documented and photographed that what you get is changing perspectives with
history and time and revisions and new looks and Lincoln is one of the most written about people ever so its
really amazing that authors keep When I read High Noon in Lincoln about the Lincoln County War I had the
same feeling as this book -- how did they know and could they write a minute by minute account of the day's
events. I especially enjoyed the description of Washington, D. The credits reveal that Booth's confederates
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were put on trial and hanged. Was that information really available? After fleeing the capital, he and an
accomplice, David Herold, made their way across the Anacostia River and headed toward southern Maryland.
Ironically, Lincoln's successor Johnson was much harsher on the defeated South than Lincoln would have
been. The Lincolns arrived late for the comedy, but the president was reportedly in a fine mood and laughed
heartily during the production. His plan to kidnap turns into a murder plot.


